
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS

A conceptual framework is an analytical tool with several variations and contexts. It can be applied in different categories
of work where an overall picture is.

Free Press: New York. Call us at  The process of education. In the course of preparing your research paper as
one of the requirements for your course as an undergraduate or graduate student, you will need to write the
conceptual framework of your study. This framework views risk as the sum of hazard, exposure [1] - ,
vulnerability and capacity measures. Twelve major episodes of slope failure causing high damages to
infrastructure and build up areas were registered in the archipelago during  Real world research: A resource for
users of social research methods in applied settings 3rd ed. Journal of Educational Psychology, 82 1 , 33â€”
Journal of Public Affairs Education, 12 3 , â€” Following the introduction section 1 , the second section starts
with a definition of vulnerability within the context of risk management to natural hazards sub-section 2. New
York: Wiley. Listen to a Live Client Testimonial. Compare your paper with over 60 billion web pages and 30
million publications. New York: Longman. They also offer an explanation of why the study is pertinent and
how the researcher expects to fill the gap in the literature. The fourth phase implies the definition of selection
criteria for the potential indicators see below. Journal of Educational Psychology, 95, â€” Hazard Assessment
What are the elements at risk? Vulnerability conceptual framework [21] in [11] 2. Example of a Conceptual
Framework Statement number 5 introduced in an earlier post titled How to Write a Thesis Statement will
serve as the basis of the illustrated conceptual framework in the following examples. Shea  Google Scholar
Rogers, E. If you have further questions regarding your conceptual framework, or any other components of
your dissertation, please consider reaching out to Statistics Solutions for guidance through the process. Google
Scholar Stevenson, A. Conceptual frameworks are particularly common when the research involves testing.
The topic should be within your field of specialization. Example of flood damage curves showing damage to
structures, contents and total damage as a function of inundation depths [41] In HAZUS-MH Flood Model [
42 ] the latter parameter is directly considered. Cognitive Science, 12 2 , â€” Personal epistemology research:
Implications for learning and instruction. New York: Macmillan. Diffusion of innovations 5th ed. There are
two main approaches of flood vulnerability assessment: one 1 focuses on the economic damage and is
essentially a quantification of the expected or actual damages to a structure expressed in monetary terms or
through an evaluation of the percentage of the expected loss; 2 the other, deals with the physical vulnerability
of individual structures and on the estimation of the likelihood of occurrence of physical damages or collapse
of a single element e. Research has demonstrated that irrespective of the type of assessment natural - or social
science based , there are some key issues related with the definition of the vulnerable system that must be
addressed. Research in education: A conceptual introduction 5th ed. Likewise, the results of these studies are
used in spatial development strategies spatial planning and for identification of the elements or areas where
damages would be expected in case of flood occurrence. An integral part of vulnerability assessment therefore
is the collaboration with its stakeholders [ 6 ], [ 7 ]. Capacity and measures are related with physical planning,
management as well as social â€” and economic capacity. Journal of Experimental Education, 76, â€” The
foundations and assumptions of technology-enhanced, student-centered learning environments. The latter
draws support from time-tested theories that embody the findings of many researchers on why and how a
particular phenomenon occurs. Instructional Science, 25, â€”


